We explore the one-loop electroweak radiative corrections in the context of the traditional minimal SU (5) and the string-inspired SU (5) × U (1) supergravity models by calculating explicitly vacuum-polarization and vertexcorrection contributions to the ǫ 1 and ǫ b parameters. We also include in this analysis the constraint from b → sγ whose inclusive branching ratio B(b → sγ) has been actually measured very recently by CLEO. We find that by combining these three most important indirect experimental signatures and using the most recent experimental values for them, m t > ∼ 170 GeV is excluded for µ > 0 in both the minimal SU (5) supergravity and the no-scale SU (5)×U (1) supergravity. We also find that m t > ∼ 175 (185) GeV is excluded for any sign of µ in the minimal (SU (5) × U (1)) supergravity model.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing accuracy of the LEP measurements, it has become extremely important performing the precision test of the standard model (SM) and its extensions. A standard model fit to the latest LEP data yields the top mass, m t = 178 ± 11 +18 −19 GeV [1] , which is in perfect agreement with the measured top mass from CDF [2] , m t = 174 ± 10 ) measured at LEP is in disagreement at 2σ level with the SM predictions. Secondly, the flavor-changing radiative decay b → sγ [3] [4] [5] [6] , whose inclusive branching ratio has been actually measured by CLEO to be at 95% C. L. [7] , 1 × 10 −4 < B(b → sγ) < 4 × 10 −4 , still leaves room for new physics. Large experimental value for R b would put rather perilously small upper bound on m t in the SM [1] . One could certainly interpret this as a possible manifestation of new physics beyond the SM, where at one loop the negative standard top quark contributions are cancelled to a certain extent by the contributions from the new particles, thereby allowing considerably larger m t than in the SM. In fact, the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) realizes this possibility [8, 9] . Similarly in b → sγ, the values of the branching ratio near the current lower bound can be accomodated for reasonable values of m t in the MSSM because suppression can occur due to the additional contributions in the model.
In supergravity (SUGRA) models, radiative electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism [10] can be described by at most 5 parameters: the top-quark mass (m t ), the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values (tan β), and three universal soft-supersymmetry-breaking parameters (m 1/2 , m 0 , A)
1 . Since the entire range of sparticle mass spectrum is quite broad for the models we consider, the large hadron collider (LHC) and the next linear collider (NLC) are needed in order to explore all the regions of the parameter space of our interest.
However, the present collider facilities have been successful in probing a good part of the allowed parameter space through indirect experimental signatures. In particular, we will concentrate here on the precision measurements at LEP and the flavor-changing radiative decay b → sγ observed by CLEO. We adopt the ǫ-scheme [11, 12] for a global analysis of the precision data at LEP. Among four ǫ-parameters, ǫ i (i = 1, 2, 3, b) in this scheme, ǫ b has been studied very recently in the context of the minimal SU(5) and the no-scale SU(5) × U(1) supergravity models [8] . In this work we expand the analysis to include the additional constraints from ǫ 1 and b → sγ in the minimal SU(5) and a larger class of SU(5) × U(1) supergravity models. We will show that by combining above three most important constraints from indirect processes, m t > ∼ 170 GeV is excluded for µ > 0 in both the minimal SU(5) and the no-scale SU(5) × U(1) SUGRA models.
II. THE MINIMAL SU (5) AND SU (5) × U (1) SUGRA MODELS
We consider the minimal SU(5) SUGRA model [14] and SU(5) × U(1) SUGRA model [15] which can be regarded as traditional versus string-inspired unified models. These two models both contain, at low energy, the SM gauge symmetry as well as the particle content of the MSSM, that is, the SM particles with two Higgs doublets and their superpartners.
There are, however, a few crucial differences between the two models which are:
(ii) The gauge coupling unification occurs at ∼ 10 16 GeV in the minimal SU(5) model whereas in SU(5)×U(1) model it occurs at the string scale ∼ 10 18 GeV [16] . In SU(5)×U (1) SUGRA, the gauge unification is delayed because of the effects of an additional vector-like 1 See, however, Ref. [13] for non-universal soft-supersymmetry breaking parameters quark doublet with a mass ∼ 10 12 GeV and one additional vector-like quark singlet of charge −1/3 with a mass ∼ 10 6 GeV. The different heavy field content at the unification scale leads to different constraints from proton decay.
(iii) The minimal SU(5) SUGRA is highly constrained by proton decay while SU(5) × U (1) SUGRA is not.
The above SUGRA models can be completely described by only five parameters under a few simplifying assumptions on the values of the soft-supersymmetric-breaking parameters at the unification scale. That is, all three gauginos are assumed to have a common mass m 1/2 , and all squarks, sleptons, and two Higgs scalar doublets to have a common mass m 0 , and three trilinear scalar couplings are taken to be identical to A. The Higgs mixing parameter µ and its associated bilinear coupling B are in fact determined by imposing the radiative EW breaking condition. All these boil down to only five parameters, m 1/2 , m 0 , A, tan β, and m t .
One can also restrict further the above 5-dimensional parameter spaces as follows [17] . First, upon sampling a specific choice of (m 1/2 , m 0 , A) at the unification scale and (m t , tan β) at the electroweak scale, the renormalization group equations (RGE) are run from the unification scale to the electroweak scale, where the radiative electroweak breaking condition is imposed by minimizing the effective 1-loop Higgs potential to determine µ up to its sign and B. Here the sign of µ is given as usual [18] , and differs from that of Ref. [5, 8] ; i.e. , we define µ by
We also impose consistency constraints such as perturbative unification and the naturalness bound of mg < ∼ 1 TeV. Finally, all the known experimental bounds on the sparticle masses are imposed 2 . This prodedure yields the restricted parameter spaces for the two models.
Further reduction in the number of input parameters in SU(5) × U(1) SUGRA is made 2 We use the following experimental lower bounds on the sparticle masses in GeV in the order of gluino, squarks, lighter stop, sleptons, and lighter chargino: mg > ∼ 150, mq > ∼ 100, mt
possible because in specific string-inpired models for (m 1/2 , m 0 , A) at the unification scale these three parameters are computed in terms of just one of them [19] . One obtains m 0 = A = 0 in the no-scale model and
The low energy predictions for the sparticle mass spectra are quite different in the two SUGRA models mainly due to the different pattern of supersymmetry radiative breaking.
In the minimal SU(5) SUGRA model, all the squarks except the lighter stop and all the Higgs except the lighter neutral Higgs are quite heavy ( > ∼ a few hundred GeV) whereas in the SU(5) × U(1) SUGRA model they can be quite light. This difference leads to strikingly different phenomenology in the two models, for example in the flavor changing radiative decay b → sγ [5] .
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM THE EW RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS AND THE FLAVOR CHANGING RADIATIVE DECAY
Parametrizing the electroweak vacuum polarization corrections with three parameters can be understood as follows. It can be shown, by expanding the vacuum polarization tensors to order q 2 , that one obtains three independent physical parameters. Alternatively, one can show that upon symmetry breaking three additional terms appear in the effective lagrangian [21] . Among several schemes to parametrize the corrections [21] [22] [23] [24] , in the (S, T, U) scheme [23] , the deviations of the model predictions from the SM predictions (with fixed SM values for m t , m H ) are considered as the effects from "new physics". This scheme is valid only up to the lowest order in q 2 , and is therefore not applicable to a theory with light new particles comparable to M Z . In the ǫ-scheme [11, 12] , on the other hand, the model predictions are absolute and also valid up to higher orders in q 2 , and therefore this scheme is more applicable to the electroweak precision tests of the MSSM [25] and a class of supergravity models [26] .
There are two different ǫ-schemes. The original scheme [11] was considered in one of 3 Note, however, that one loop correction changes this relation significantly [20] .
author's previous analyses [26, 27] , where ǫ 1,2,3 are defined by a basic set of observables and Γ b were not included in Ref. [11] . However, in the new ǫ-scheme, introduced recently in Ref. [12] , the above difficulties are overcome by introducing a new parameter ǫ b to encode the Z → bb vertex corrections. The four ǫ's are now defined by an enlarged set of
This new scheme was adopted in a previous analysis by one of us (G.P.) in the context of the SU(5) × U(1) SUGRA models [28] . In this work we use this new ǫ-scheme. As is well known, the SM contribution to ǫ 1 depends quadratically on m t but only logarithmically on the SM Higgs boson mass (m H ). M Z ), a Z-wavefunction renormalization threshold effect coming from Z-vacuum polarization diagram with the lighter chargino in the loop can introduce a substantial q 2 -dependence in the calculation [25] . This results in a weaker upper bound on m t than in the SM. The complete vacuum polarization contributions from the Higgs sector, the supersymmetric chargino-neutralino and sfermion sectors, and also the corresponding contributions in the SM have been included in our calculations [26] . However, the supersymmetric contributions to the non-oblique corrections except in ǫ b have been neglected.
Following Ref. [12] , ǫ b is defined from Γ b , the inclusive partial width for Z → bb, as
where
is the axial-vector coupling of Z to b (l). In the SM, the diagrams for ǫ b involve top quarks and W ± bosons [29] , and the contribution to ǫ b depends quadratically on has been neglected in our analysis).
In the MSSM, b → sγ decay receives significant contributions from penguin diagrams with W ± − t loop, H ± − t loop [34] and the χ expressions are given in Ref. [4] in the justifiable limit of negligible gluino and neutralino contributions [35] and degenerate squarks, except for thet 1,2 which are significantly split by m t . Regarding large uncertainties in the LL QCD corrections, which is mainly due to the choice of renormalization scale µ and is estimated to be ≈ 25%, it has been recently demonstrated by Buras et al. in Ref. [37] that the significant µ dependence in the LL result can in fact be reduced considerably by including next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) corrections, which however, involves very complicated calculations of three-loop mixings between cetain effective operators and therefore have not been completed yet.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 1 we present our numerical results for ǫ 1 versus ǫ b in the two SU(5) × U (1) SUGRA models. Similar analysis, within the context of the infrared fixed point solution of the top quark mass in the MSSM, was recently performed in Ref. [38] . α S (M Z ) = 0.118 and m b = 4.8 GeV are used throughout the numerical calculations. We use in the figure the following experimental values for ǫ 1 and ǫ b ,
determined from the latest ǫ-analysis using the LEP and SLC data in Ref. [39] . In the large suppression in B(b → sγ) for µ < 0 in these models is worth further explanation. As first noticed in Ref. [5] , what happens is that in Eq. (2), the A γ term nearly cancels against the QCD correction factor C; the A g contribution is small. The A γ amplitude receives three contributions: from the W ± -t loop, from the H ± -t loop, and from the χ ± 1,2 -t 1,2 loop. The first two contributions are always negative [36] , whereas the last one can have either sign, making it possible having cancellations among three contributions.
In Figure 3 
